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Abstract

We show that no Markovian Coupling argument can
prove rapid mixing of the Jerrum-Sinclair Markov chain
for sampling almost uniformly from the set of perfect and
near perfect matchings of a given graph. In particular,
we show that there exists a bipartite graphG such that
any Markovian coupling argument on the Jerrum-Sinclair
Markov chain forG must necessarily take time exponen-
tial in the number of vertices inG. This holds even when
the coupling argument is Time-Variant, i.e., the transition
probabilities used by the coupling process depend upon the
history of the process. In contrast, the above Markov chain
onG has been shown to mix in polynomial time using con-
ductance arguments.

1 Introduction

The method of using a rapidly mixing Markov chain to
construct an almost uniform sampling scheme for an expo-
nentially large population was pioneered by Broder [2] in
his seminal paper on the approximation of the permanent.
Since then this technique has been applied to many prob-
lems in approximate counting and sampling [16].

Techniques for showing Rapid Mixing. The main chal-
lenge in using the above technique is to bound the mixing
time of the Markov chain in question. Broder used a tech-
nique calledCoupling to show that the mixing time was
polynomial, provided the ratio of the number of near per-
fect matchings to perfect matchings is polynomial. Cou-
pling was known earlier as a method to prove that a given
chain achieves the right stationary distribution [17, 21]. Al-
dous [1] was the first to use coupling to show rapid mixing.
We will describe this technique in detail shortly. However,
as pointed out by Mihail [20], there was an error in Broder’s
coupling argument. Jerrum and Sinclair [14] later showed
that Broder’s chain (actually a slight variant of it) mixes
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rapidly using a completely different technique, which in-
volved showing that the underlying graph had largeCon-
ductance.

The Coupling Method. The coupling argument to show
that a given Markov chainX mixes rapidly starting from
initial distribution �0 proceeds as follows. LetS denote
the state space ofX and � be its stationary distribution.
A new process, called the joint or coupling process, is de-
fined on the state spaceS � S. The initial distribution for
the joint process is�0 � �. The moves of the joint pro-
cess need only satisfy the following constraints: at every
instantt, the marginal distribution with respect to the first
component be identical to the distribution ofX at time t
starting from�0, and the marginal distribution with respect
to the second component be identical to the distribution of
X at timet starting from�. The Coupling Lemma [12, 1]
states that the time required for the probability that the two
components are not identical to fall below some parameter�
(called the coupling time), is an upper bound on themixing
time, i.e., the time taken byX to get�-close to its station-
ary distribution. Therefore, to show rapid mixing ofX , it
suffices to obtain a joint process which satisfies the above
marginal distribution constraints and has a small coupling
time.

A sufficient but not necessary condition for satisfying
the above constraints is the following: the marginal transi-
tion probabilities of the joint process with respect to each
of the two components be identical to the corresponding
transition probabilities inX . Coupling processes in which
this strong condition is imposed are calledMarkovian, as
opposed toNon-Markoviancouplings, in which the con-
straints of the above paragraph can be imposed used weaker
restrictions. Note that even for Markovian couplings, the
transition probabilities used by the joint process could be
Time-Variant, i.e., functions of the history of the process.
Non-Markovian couplings are more powerful because of
their ability to “look” into the future.

The coupling technique is described in detail in [12,
17]; the former deals only with Markovian couplings.
Griffeath[10] showed that there always exists a maximal
coupling, i.e., a Non-Markovian coupling whose coupling
time equals the mixing time of the Markov chain. Thus, in
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principle, it is possible to show rapid mixing (if the chain in
question indeed mixes rapidly) by setting up an appropriate
Non-Markovian coupling and bounding its coupling time.
However, the latter task is typically hard.

Coupling v/s Conductance.Our original aim was to study
the following question: is the Markovian coupling method
as powerful as the conductance method for showing rapid
mixing?

There are many situations where coupling has been used
to show rapid mixing, e.g., estimating the volume of con-
vex bodies [5], counting the number of linear extensions of
a partial order [4], countingk-colourings [3, 11], counting
independent sets [19]. There are others in which conduc-
tance has been used, e.g., estimating the volume of convex
bodies [9, 18], counting matchings in dense graphs [14], es-
timating the partition function in the Ising Model [15].

To the best of our knowledge, most instances of cou-
pling in the theoretical computer science literature seem to
actually be Markovian couplings. The one exception we
know of is the paper by Czumaj et al [7], which uses a
Non-Markovian coupling. One reason for the popularity
of Markovian couplings is the relative ease of setting up
and analysing Markovian couplings over Non-Markovian1

ones.
Mihail [20] and Sinclair [22] point out that Markovian

coupling seems ill-suited to prove rapid mixing for chains
which lack symmetry. Recent work by Burdzy and Kendall
[6] gave the first formal result on the the weakness of
Markovian coupling. They showed the existence of chains
for which noefficientMarkovian coupling exists, i.e., there
is no Markovian coupling which couples at the maximum
possible exponential rate, given by the spectral gap. How-
ever, this does not seem to preclude the existence of Marko-
vian couplings which couple at “approximately” this maxi-
mum rate.

Our Result. We show that no Markovian coupling argu-
ment can prove rapid mixing for the Jerrum-Sinclair chain.
In particular, we show that there exists a graphG such that
any Markovian coupling argument on the Jerrum-Sinclair
chain [14] for sampling perfect and near perfect matchings
in G from a distribution which is�-close to uniform, even if
Time-Variant, must take at leastO(cn ln 1

� ) time, for some
constantc > 1. The ratio of near perfect matchings to per-
fect matchings inG will be polynomial, so that the above
chain can be shown to mix in polynomial time forG using
conductance arguments.

The bipartite graphG above will haven vertices on ei-
ther side along with some additional properties, which will
help prove lower bounds on the coupling time. Consider any

1The coupling used by Broder [2] was a Time-Variant Markovian cou-
pling according to our definition, though the paper uses the term Non-
Markovian

coupling process for the Jerrum-Sinclair chain on graphG.
Such a process can be viewed as a directed graphM, where
the vertices are pairs from the set of all perfect matchings
and near perfect matchings inG. We will assume that ver-
tices inM in which both components of the pair are identi-
cal have transitions to a special sink state with probability 1.
The transition probabilities at other vertices in processM
could be arbitrary and functions of history, as long as they
satisfy the appropriate marginal constraints. We show that
any specification of these transition probabilities must have
coupling time exponential inn.

Note that we will be able to show the above lower bound
on the coupling time only ifM starts at certain vertices
in M; in fact, the coupling time starting at a vertex will
be exponential in its “distance” to the sink. We will also
show that any coupling strategy must start with most of its
probability mass on vertices which are indeed far away from
the sink. As further evidence of the weakness of Markovian
coupling, we show that the hitting time fromanynon-sink
vertex inM to the sink is at least exponential inn. This is in
contrast to the coupling time, which is exponential starting
only at certain vertices.

Our proof has two main aspects.

Bounding Transition Probabilities. The key observation
we make is that the processM behaves essentially like a
linear chain (a chain in which statei has transitions only to
statei � 1 and statei + 1) having a single sink (i.e., state
0), with probabilities of transitions towards the sink being
only a constant fraction of those away from the sink. Show-
ing this involves bounding the probabilities ofdistance in-
creasingand distance decreasingtransitions for any cou-
pling strategy. Thedistanceat each vertex inM is de-
fined as the symmetric difference between the two match-
ings or near perfect matchings associated with that vertex.
We show lower bounds on the probabilities of distance in-
creasing transitions and upper bounds on the probabilities
of distance decreasing from every non-sink vertex. Certain
properties of graphG will be used critically in this process.
An important point to be noted is that these bounds need to
hold for every coupling strategy, and therefore we are con-
strained to using only the marginal constraints and not the
exact nature of the coupling strategy in deriving them.

Bounding Coupling Time and Hitting Times. The second
aspect involves transforming the chainM to an almost lin-
ear chainK and analyzing the coupling and hitting times of
this chain. The linearity ofK makes the bounding of cou-
pling and hitting times easy. One irritant is thatK is not
strictly linear, e.g., there may be transitions from a vertex in
K to vertices up to 8 steps towards and away from the sink.
In addition, the transitions probabilities to vertices towards
the sink could be higher than those to vertices away from
the sink for some suffix ofK.
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Actually, the chainsK obtained for bounding the cou-
pling time and the hitting times will be different. Our tech-
nique for obtainingK to bound the hitting times is outlined
below and might be of independent interest as well.

We perform what we callhitting time decreasingtrans-
formations to obtain chainK (these transformations will
be different from those used above for bounding coupling
time). These transformations involve altering the transi-
tions at many vertices simultaneously, each alteration being
in favour of vertices with lower hitting time. For example,
if b has smaller hitting time thanc, then the probability of
transition froma to b is increased and that froma to c is
decreased by the corresponding amount. We will show that
such alterations only lead to reduction in the hitting time of
everyvertex. Thus hitting times inK are all lower than the
corresponding hitting times inM.

Time-Variant Markovian Couplings. For Time-Variant
Markovian coupling strategies, the above proof for lower
bounding the coupling time will still hold, as this proof re-
lies only upon bounds on probability transitions, not the ac-
tual values. And these bounds must be respected by any
Time-Invariant strategy as well.

Our proof for lower bounding hitting times breaks down
for Time-Variant Markovian couplings. However, it is well
known that there must exist a Time-Invariant Markovian
coupling strategy with hitting times only infinitesimally
larger than that of any Time-Variant Markovian strategy.
The exponential lower bound on the hitting times for any
Time-Variant Markovian strategy will also follow.

Road-map. Section 2 gives some preliminary definitions
and a description of the Jerrum-Sinclair chain. A formal
description of the Markovian coupling method appears in
Section 2.1. Section 3 shows the existence of a graphG
with certain properties for which we claim that any coupling
strategy on Jerrum and Sinclair’s chain will require time ex-
ponential inn. In Section 4, we will set up the coupling
chain, and bound the probabilities of distance modifying
transitions in this chain. Section 5 will describe the bound-
ing of coupling times in this chain. Sections 4 and 5 will
hold for Time-Variant Markovian couplings as well. Sec-
tion 6 will describe the key theorem used in lower bounding
of hitting times for Markovian couplings. Further details of
this part will appear in the full version of the paper.

2 Preliminaries

LetG denote any bipartite graph withn+n vertices and
let V1; V2 denote the left and the right sets, respectively, of
vertices inG. Letm denote the number of edges inG.

Notations for Markov Chains. For a Markov chainX , let
pX(a; b) denote the probability of the transition from vertex

a to vertexb. LethX(a; b) denote the hitting time froma to
b in X .

2.1 The Markovian Coupling Method.

Suppose we wish to show thatX converges to its station-
ary distribution� starting at distribution�1. Let � denote
the stationary distribution ofX .

The Joint processM. We take another copyY of X , and
consider a processM whose state space is the Cartesian
product of the state spaces ofX andY . This process is
defined as follows. The initial distribution for the states of
M is just�1 � �. Moves inM from one joint state to an-
other are made according to probabilities given by a family
of functions for each joint state, as described below.

Transitions in M. For states inM in which both compo-
nents are identical, there is a transition with probability 1 to
an extrasinkvertex. Transitions for all other states are spec-
ified as follows. For each such statev = (x; y) in M, the
coupling strategy specifies a familyFv = ffW1

v ; fW2
v ; � � �g

of probability vectors, wherefW1;W2; � � �g is the set of all
possiblehistories, i.e., all finite length sequences of states
that could be visited by processM since its inception and
until it reachesv. The next move of the processM from
statev is made according to the vectorfWi

v , whereWi is
the current history. In other words, the move from statev to
statew at any instant when the history isWi is made with
probabilityfWi

v (w).

Properties of Fv . Any Markovian coupling argument in-
volves specifying the above familiesFv with eachfWi

v 2
Fv constrained as below. Letv = (x; y) denote the state of
M under consideration, wherex 6= y. Recall that ifx = y
thenv transits to a sink with probability 1.

1. For eachx0 2 X , consider the set of statesT (x0) inM
whose first entry isx0; then

P
w2T (x0) f

Wi
v (w) equals

pX(x; x
0), the probability of moving fromx to x0 in

chainX .

2. For eachy0 2 Y , consider the set of statesT (y0) in
M whose second entry isy0; then

P
w2T (y0) f

Wi
v (w)

equalspY (y; y0), the probability of moving fromy to
y0 in chainY .

Time-Variant and Time-Invariant Markovian Cou-
plings. For each vertexv, if fWv is identical for all his-
tories, the coupling is said to beTime-Invariant. Otherwise,
it is said to beTime-Variant.

The Coupling Lemma. Define thecoupling time, t�, to be
the time at which the probability of being at non-sink states
inM falls below� starting from the distribution�1��, for
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any given� < 1. TheCoupling Lemma[12, 1, 8] states that
t� is an upper bound on the time required for the chainX to
become�-close to�, starting from the initial distribution�1.
We will lower boundt� by 
(cn ln 1

� ), for some constant
c > 1, for Time-Variant Markovian coupling strategies.

2.2 The Jerrum-Sinclair Chain

The states in this chain are the perfect and near perfect
matchings in a bipartite graphG = (V1; V2; E). At each
stateM , this chain does nothing with probability 1/2 and
chooses an edgee in E uniformly at random with probabil-
ity 1/2. The following action is then performed in the latter
case.

1. If e 2M andM is a perfect matching,e is deleted.

2. SupposeM is a near perfect matching. Lete = (u; v).
If u; v are both unmatched inM , thene is added. If
exactly one of them is unmatched, thene is added
ande0 is deleted, wheree0 is the edge inM incident
on whichever ofu; v is matched; we call this aswap
move.

3. If none of the above conditions holds, then no transi-
tion is made.

It was shown by Jerrum and Sinclair[14] that the above
chain mixes fast if the ratio of the number of near perfect
matchings to the number of perfect matchings is a polyno-
mial in n.

3 Existence of GraphG

We will require the graphG to have the following prop-
erties.

Lemma 1 There exists an + n bipartite graphG with the
following properties.

1. The ratio of the number of near-perfect matchings to
perfect matchings is polynomial inn and there are

( n!cn ) perfect matchings, for some constantc > 1.

2. Each vertex has degree at least�n, for some constant
� < 1=2.

3. For every pair of vertices, the intersection of their
neighbourhoods has size at most�n=2.

4 The Coupling ChainM for Graph G.

All properties mentioned in this section will hold for
Time-Variant Markovian couplings.

The Coupling Chain. Consider a coupling chainM on the
set of tuples(x; y) of perfect and near perfect matchings of
Gwith a transition from(x; y) to (x0; y0) if x! x0 andy !
y0 are transitions in the original chain. The probabilities
for the transitions are determined by the specific coupling
strategy used.

Partitioning the States. The states of the above coupling
chain are partitioned into layersL(i), i = 0 : : : 2n, where
L(i) contains all(x; y) such thatjx � yj = i. Each set
L(i) is further partitioned into two setsTop(i) andBot(i),
whereBot(i) = f(x; y)j9 vertex v 2 G which is un-
matched in exactly one ofx; yg andTop(i) = f(x; y)j ei-
ther bothx andy are perfect matchings or both are near
perfect matchings with the same unmatched verticesg.

A move inM from L(i) to L(j), is calledleftwardsor
distance reducingif j < i, andrightwardsor distance in-
creasingif j > i. We assume that all transitions from ver-
tices inL(0) are to a newsink vertexwith probability 1.

Initial Distribution. Note that for any perfect or near per-
fect matchingM , the number of perfect and near perfect
matchings with symmetric difference at mostn=4 with re-
spect toM is bounded byn

�
n
n=4

�
(n4 )!, which is a negligi-

ble fraction of n!cn , the number of perfect matchings inG
(see Lemma 1). Thus almost all of the probability mass of
the initial distribution�1 � � will lie on vertices inL(i),
i � n=4. Here�1 is the initial distribution for the Jerrum-
Sinclair chain on graphG and� is its stationary distribution.
For simplicity, we assume that the chainM begins at some
vertex inL(i), i � n=4.

4.1 Bounds of Transition Probabilities inM

We bound the transition probabilities from each vertex.
Ideally, we would like that each vertex has small leftwards
probability and large rightwards probability. The leftwards
probability from every vertex is indeed small. However,
note that small leftwards probability does not automatically
imply large rightwards probability as there could be transi-
tions within the same layer. Therefore, it is not sufficient
to just show that the leftwards probability is small. As we
shall show in Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, vertices inBot()
have small leftwards probability and large rightwards prob-
ability for any coupling strategy, as desired. Unfortunately,
for vertices inTop(), there are coupling strategies which
ensure low or zero rightwards probability. However, as we
show in Lemma 5 and Lemma 6, the transition probabilities
from vertices inBot() to vertices inTop() is small in any
coupling strategy; further, from vertices inTop(), there are
transitions only to vertices inBot(). This effectively en-
sures that the lack of large rightwards probabilities at ver-
tices inTop() does not translate to large leftwards probabil-
ities on the whole.
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There is one additional caveat. Lemma 3 and 4 show
that leftwards probabilities of vertices inBot(i) are small
and rightwards probabilities are large, only as long as the
symmetric differencei is some small enough constant frac-
tion of n. In later sections, we will therefore have to handle
layers with symmetric difference larger than some number
i0 (which will be a constant fraction ofn) differently from
other layers.

Lemma 2 No transition inM can change the distance by
more than 4.

Proof: Each transition involves at most 4 edges.

Lemma 3 For any coupling strategy, the sum of the transi-
tion probabilities from(x; y) 2 Bot(i) to vertices inL(j),
j < i, is at most2i+12m .

Proof: Without loss of generality, assumex is a near perfect
matching. A move is distance reducing only if one of the
following holds.

1. Suppose the move byx is a swap move. Then the edge
swapped out ofx must not be inx \ y. Note that if
the edge which is swapped out ofx is in x \ y then
the move byx will increase the distance by 2 and then
the move byy can at most decrease the distance back
by 2. The number of choices of the edge swapped in
so that the edge swapped out is not inx \ y is at most
2jx � yj � 2i, and therefore the probability of such
an edge being chosen is at most2i

2m in any coupling
strategy.

2. Suppose the move byx takes it to a perfect matching.
In this case, the distance may or may not decrease de-
pending upon what movey makes. But the total prob-
ability of x moving to a perfect matching is at most12m
in any coupling strategy.

The total probability of distance reduction is thus2i+1
2m .

Lemma 4 For any coupling strategy, the sum of the transi-
tion probabilities from(x; y) 2 Bot(i) to tuples inBot(i+
1)[Bot(i+2)[Bot(i+3)[Bot(i+4) is at least�n=2�i�22m .

Proof: Since(x; y) 2 Bot(i), one of the following condi-
tions holds:

1. x is a near perfect matching andy is a perfect match-
ing.

2. x is a perfect matching andy is a near perfect match-
ing.

3. x andy are near perfect matchings with at most one
common unmatched vertex.

We consider the first and the third cases in turn. The second
case is symmetric to the first.

x is near perfect,y is perfectLeta 2 V1 andb 2 V2 be the
unmatched vertices inx. We consider just one situation in
which the distance increases and the resulting tuple(x0; y0)
is also inBot(j), j > i. This situation is whenx picks edge
e = (a; u), where(u; u0) 2 x\y and moves tox0 = x+e�
(u; u0). The distance betweenx andy increases by 2 in the
process, i.e.,jx0�yj = jx�yj+2. y can move toy0 either by
doing nothing or by deleting some edge, which still results
in a net increase of distance by at least1. Furtheru0 and
b are the unmatched vertices inx0 and since(u0; b) 62 y, at
least one of them is matched iny0, implying that(x0; y0) 2
Bot(j), j > i.

The number of edgese = (a; u), where(u; u0) 2 x \ y
is at least�n� jx � yj. Therefore, probability of choosing
such edges is at least�n�jx�yj2m � �n�jx�yj

2m � �n�i
2m , for

any coupling strategy.

x; y are both near perfect.Second, consider the case when
x andy are both near perfect matchings. Supposex has
verticesa 2 V1 andb 2 V2 unmatched andy has vertices
c 2 V1 andd 2 V2 unmatched. Without loss of generality,
assume thatb andd are distinct whilec could be the same
asa.

We will look at just one class of moves forx, which will
increase distance by 2. These moves will occur with proba-
bility at least�n=2�jx�yj2m . Then, we will show that at most
two choices of moves fory can reduce the distance ifx
makes a move in the above class; further, these choices will
reduce the distance by 2 making the net change in distance
0 and each will occur with probability at most12m . In addi-
tion, we will show that ifx makes a move in the above class
andy does not make any of the above two possible moves
then the resulting tuple(x0; y0) will be in Bot(j), j > i.
Thus the net probability of a move toBot(j), j > i, is at
least�n=2�jx�yj2m � 2

2m = �n=2�i�2
2m , for any coupling strat-

egy. Note that in calculating the probability thatx makes
a move in the above class andy does not make any of the
above two possible moves, we have not assumed anything
about the probability distribution of the joint move.

The above class of moves forx involves choosing an
edgee = (b; u), whereu is not adjacent tod and (u; u0)
is a matching edge in bothx and y, for someu0 2 V2.
By Lemma 1, there are at least�n=2 vertices inV1 which
are adjacent tob but not to d. Thus, there are at least
�n=2�jx�yj � �n=2�jx�yj edges which are inx\y and
whose endpoint inV1 is adjacent tob but not tod. There-
fore, the above choice of moves occurs with probability at
least �n=2�jx�yj2m and results in an increase in distance by
2. The only moves fory which could decrease the distance
back by 2 are when it chooses the unique edge(c; c0) 2 x, if
any, or the unique edge(d; d0) 2 x. If neither of these hap-
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pens, theny either does nothing or swaps in an edge which
is not inx; the distance can not decrease back by 2 in either
case. The probability ofy choosing(c; c0) or (d; d0) is 2

2m ,
for any coupling strategy. Finally,u0 2 V2 is unmatched in
x0 and must be matched iny0, as(u; u0) 2 y and(d; u) is
not an edge inG; therefore(x0; y0) is inBot(j), j > i.

Lemma 5 For any coupling strategy, the sum of the tran-
sition probabilities from(x; y) 2 Bot(i) to tuples in
Top(i); T op(i+ 1) is at mosti+32m .

Proof: We enumerate all possibilities of moving toTop(j),
j = i; i+1, from(x; y) and verify the claim. Without loss of
generality, assumex is a near perfect matching. There are
two cases. The vertex moved to is either a pair of perfect
matchings or a pair of near perfect matchings with identical
unmatched vertices. The former possibility happens with
probability at most 12m for any coupling strategy, because
exactly one edge can makex a perfect matching. We con-
sider the latter possibility next. There are two cases now.

First, consider the case whenx is a near perfect matching
with verticesa andb unmatched andy is a perfect matching.
Whenx moves to another near perfect matchingx0, one
of a; b remains unmatched. Theny must delete either the
matching edge incident ona or that incident onb to achieve
the same pair of unmatched vertices as inx0; this happens
with probability at most 22m , for any coupling strategy.

Second, consider the case whenx is a near perfect
matching with verticesa andb unmatched andy is a near
perfect matching with verticesc andd unmatched,b 6= d.
We show that ifa 6= c then there are exactly two swap
moves forx which will lead to the unmatched vertices in
x0; y0 being identical. The probability of these moves is
at most 2

2m . We also show that ifa = c, then there are
at most jx � yj moves forx which will lead to the un-
matched vertices inx0; y0 being identical and(x0; y0) being
in Top(i) [ Top(i+ 1) (actually,(x0; y0) will always be in
Top(i) for these moves). The probability of these moves is
at mostjx�yj2m = i

2m .
Supposea 6= c. Thenx must choose either the edge

(a; c0), if any, such that(c; c0) 2 x, or the edge(d0; b), if any,
such that(d0; d) 2 x. The first leads tob; c being unmatched
and the second toa; d being unmatched. These are the only
pairs that can be unmatched inx0 if the unmatched vertices
in x0; y0 are identical.

Next, supposea = c. Sincex0 andy0 have to have the
same unmatched vertices,a must either be matched in both
of x0; y0 or be unmatched in both of them. In fact,a must be
unmatched inx0 andy0, otherwiseb would be unmatched in
x0 andd in y0 and sinceb 6= d, (x0; y0) will not be inTop(j)
for anyj. Lete denote the other common unmatched vertex
in x0; y0. Let (e0; e) be the unique edge inx incident one.
We claim that(e0; e) must be inx� y, for if (e0; e) 2 x \ y

thenx must choose(e0; b) andy must choose(e0; d) so that
the unmatched vertices become identical; but this causes
the distance to increase by 2, and(x0; y0) would end up in
Top(i+2) instead ofTop(i)[ Top(i+1). Thus, there are
only jx� yj � jx� yjmoves forx.

Lemma 6 For any coupling strategy, the sum of the transi-
tion probabilities from(x; y) 2 Top(i) to tuples inTop(j)
is 0 for all j 6= i. Further, the sum of the transition proba-
bilities to tuples inBot(j) is 0 for all j < i� 2.

Proof: First, supposex andy are both perfect matchings.
There are two possibilities: either only one ofx; y deletes
an edge or bothx andy delete an edge each. If only one
of x; y deletes an edge, the resulting tuple is inBot(i � 1)
or Bot(i + 1). If both x andy delete the same edge, the
distance remains unchanged and(x0; y0) remains inTop(i).
And if x andy delete different edges, the distance changes
by at most two and the resulting unmatched vertices inx0; y0

are not identical. Therefore,(x0; y0) is in one ofBot(i �
2); : : : ; Bot(i+ 2) in this case.

Second, suppose bothx andy are near perfect matchings
with unmatched verticesa 2 V1 andb 2 V2. The possible
moves are:

1. Both x and y add (a; b): the distance remains un-
changed and(x0; y0) 2 Top(i).

2. x adds edge(a; b) andy does not add(a; b): x be-
comes a perfect matching whiley remains a near per-
fect matching.y could, of course, make a swap move.
But no matter what swap move it makes, the distance
must always increase either by 1 or by 3. Therefore
(x0; y0) 2 Bot(i + 1) [ � � � [ Bot(i + 3). The case
wheny adds edge(a; b) andx doesn’t is symmetrical.

3. x swaps in an edge(a; c); c 6= b, andy doesn’t move:
the distance changes by at most 2 and the unmatched
vertices inx0; y0 are not identical. The case wheny
swaps in such an edge andx does not move is sym-
metrical.

4. Both x and y swap in the same edge(a; c); c 6= b:
Let (c1; c) be the matching edge inx and (c2; c) be
the matching edge iny. If c1 = c2, the distance
is unchanged and(x0; y0) remains inTop(i). And if
c1 6= c2, the distance reduces by two but(x0; y0) is in
Bot(i�2) becausex0 hasc1; b unmatched whiley0 has
c2; b unmatched.

5. x and y pick distinct edges(a; c); (a; d); c 6= d, re-
spectively: Let(c0; c) be the matching edge inx and
(d0; d) be the matching edge iny. If c0 = d0, the
distance does not change and(x0; y0) is in Top(i).
And if c0 6= d0, then the unmatched vertices inx0; y0

are not identical and distance cannot decrease, i.e.,
(x0; y0) 2 Bot(i) [ � � � [Bot(i+ 4).
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6. x picks (a; c); c 6= b and y picks (d; b); d 6= a:
(x0; y0) 2 Bot(j) for somej becausea is unmatched
in y0 but not inx0. The distance cannot reduce in the
process since(a; c); (b; d) are not present inx [ y.
The case wheny picks (a; c); c 6= b and x picks
(d; b); d 6= a is symmetric.

5 Bounding Coupling Time

We now lower bound the coupling timet� starting in
some state inL(i), i � n=4. By Lemma 6, we can as well
assume that the starting vertex is inBot(i) and notTop(i).

Definitions. Let p denote the maximum over all vertices
v 2 Bot(i), 1 � i � i0, of the sum of the transition
probabilities fromv to vertices inBot(j), j < i, and to
vertices inTop(j), j � i + 1. Here i0 = �n

6+14:37 (re-
call � from Lemma 1). Letq denote the minimum over
all verticesv 2 Bot(i), 1 � i � i0, of the sum of the
transition probabilities fromv to vertices inBot(j), j > i.
By Lemmas 3 and 5,p � 7�n

4m(3+7:37) , and by Lemma 4,

q � 7�n
4m(3+7:37)3

7. Therefore,pq �
1
37 . These constants are

all coarse calculations. The fact that the above ratio is small
will be critical in showing the exponential lower bound on
coupling time. Note that if we had consideredi > i0 as well
in definingp; q, this ratio need not be small. All vertices in
L(i), i > i0, will be calledtail vertices.

Chain K. We now obtain a new chainK fromM. All tail
vertices will be retained as such inK. Vertices inBot(i),
1 � i � i0, and the sink vertex will also be retained. The
transition probabilities amongst these vertices will change
however. There will not be any transitions inK between
two vertices in the sameBot(i), i � i0. This is done is two
steps.

Removing Vertices inTop(i), i � i0. In Step 1, we con-
struct chainM0 fromM as follows. Consider each vertex
v 2 Bot(i) in turn, i � i0. We delete all outgoing transi-
tions fromv that lead to vertices inTop() and redirect this
probability to vertices ofBot() as below. For each vertexw
in Bot(j), j possibly equal toi, we take all possible walks
which start atv, end atw, and visit only vertices inTop()
on the way. We add the sum of the probabilities of all these
walks to the original transition probability fromv tow.

Note that by Lemmas 2 and 6, any vertexv in Bot(i) in
M0 has transitions only to verticesw in Bot(j), i � 6 �
j � i+ 8.

Lemma 7 Consider any vertexv 2 Bot(i), i � i0. The
sum of the transition probabilities inM0 from v to vertices
w in Bot(j), j < i, is at mostp. In addition, the sum of

the transition probabilities fromv to verticesw in Bot(j),
j > i, is at leastq.

Proof: Let p1 =
P

w2Bot(j);j<i pM(v; w) and p2 =P
w2Top(j);j<i+2 pM(v; w). Note thatp1 + p2 � p,

by definition. Consider all walks starting atv and end-
ing at vertices inBot(j), j < i, and visiting only ver-
tices inTop() on the way. By Lemma 6, only vertices in
Top(i�4)[� � �[Top(i+1) can be visited by these walks.
The sum of the probabilities of all these walks is at mostp2.
The first part of the lemma now follows because the addi-
tional probabilities given to transitions fromv to verticesw
in Bot(j), j < i, is at mostp2.

The second part of the lemma holds trivially, as transition
probabilities amongst vertices inBot() are never decreased.

Removing Transitions within a Layer. In Step 2, we con-
struct chainK from M0 as follows. Consider each vertex
v 2 Bot(i) in turn, i � i0. We delete all outgoing transi-
tions fromv that lead to other vertices inBot(i) and redirect
this probability to vertices ofBot(j), j 6= i, as below. For
each vertexw in Bot(j), j 6= i, we take all possible walks
which start atv, end atw, and visit only vertices inBot(i)
on the way. We add the sum of the probabilities of all these
walks to the original transition probability fromv tow.

Clearly, any vertexv 2 Bot(i) in K has transitions only
to verticesw in Bot(j), i � 6 � j � i + 8. Further,
pK(v; w) = 0, for all v; w 2 Bot(i); i � i0.

Lemma 8 For each vertex v 2 Bot(i) in K,

i � i0,

P
w2Bot(j);j<i

pK(v;w)P
w2Bot(j);j>i

pK(v;w)
� p

q � 1
37 , and

P
w2Bot(j);j<i pK(v; w) +

P
w2Bot(j);j>i pK(v; w) = 1

Proof: Consider all walks starting atv and staying com-
pletely within Bot(i). We partition these walks into
classesW (v0), where v0 is a vertex inBot(i). Those
walks whose last vertex isv0 are in W (v0). Con-
sider any walkU 2 W (v0). Let pM0(U) denote the
probability of this walk inM0. Then U contributesP

w2Bot(j);j<i pM0(U)pM0(v0; w) additional probability
to the transitions fromv to the left (i.e., toBot(j), j < i),
and

P
w2Bot(j);j>i pM0(U)pM0(v0; w) from v to the right.

This is because any walk starting atv and ending at vertex
w 62 Bot(i) but otherwise staying inBot(i) can be written
as a concatenation of some walkU and a transition(v0; w)
above. By Lemma 7,

P
w2Bot(j);j<i pM0(v0; w) � p andP

w2Bot(j);j>i pM0(v0; w) � q. Thus the ratio of these two
additional probabilities contributed by walkU is at most
p
q �

1
37 . Since each walk contributes in the same ratio the

lemma follows.
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Lemma 9 The coupling time inM starting at a vertexv 2
Bot(i) is at least the coupling time inK starting at the same
vertex.

Proof: Any walk W in M from v to the sink has a cor-
responding walkW 0 in K obtained by short-circuiting por-
tions ofW within Top(i), i � i0, and portions ofW of
length more than 1 which stay within someBot(i), i � i0.
A number of such walksW could map to the same walkW 0

in K. It follows from the transformations made above that
the sum of the probabilities of all these walks inM equals
the probability ofW 0 in K. The lemma follows.

Bounding Coupling Time in K. Recall that our starting
vertex is inBot(i), i � n=4 > i0. Since left transitions
in K span at most 6 layers, we can as well assume that the
starting vertex is inBot(j), i0 � 6 � j � i0. Define the
escape probabilitypesc(v), v 2 Bot(i); i � i0, to be the
sum of the probabilities of allescape walksfor v, i.e., walks
that start at vertexv, end at the sink, and stay to the left of
L(i0 � 6).

Lemma 10 For all v 2 Bot(i), i0 � 6 � i � i0, pesc(v) is
at most1=3i�1.

Proof: We estimate the total sum of the probabilities of
escape walks starting at vertexv 2 Bot(i).

Recall that in the chainK, each left step involves jump-
ing at most 6 vertices and each right step involves jumping
at most 8 vertices. RecallK has no transitions between ver-
tices in the sameBot(j), for j � i0.

There are at most2s LR-sequences of lengths, where
an LR-sequence is a sequence of lefts and rights, having at
least s+i7 lefts. Clearly, each escape walk forv of length
s corresponds to some such LR-sequence. This is because
#l +#r = s and#l � i+#r

6 for each escape walk, where
#l is the number of left moves and#r the number of right
moves in the escape walk. However, many escape walks
could correspond to the same LR-sequence, as there could
be several left-going or right-going edges from each vertex.
Further, note that not all LR-sequences above need have as-
sociated escape walks.

Using Lemma 8, we show below that the total prob-
ability of all escape walks of lengths which correspond
to a particular LR-sequence is at most( 1

37+1 )
s+i
7 . Then

pesc(v) �
P1

s=0

P
LR-sequences of lengths(

1
37+1 )

s+i
7 �

P1
s=0 2

s( 1
37+1 )

s+i
7 �

P1
s=0

1
3i(3=2)s �

1
3i�1 .

It remains to show that the total probability of all es-
cape walks of lengths which correspond to a particular LR-
sequence with#l left moves is at most( 1

37+1 )
#l. Consider

the treeT comprising all possible walks which start atv
and confirm to this LR-sequence (i.e., if the first element in
this sequence is an L then the children of the rootv corre-
spond to all vertices reachable fromv by making a single

left move; further, if the second element is an R, then the
children of any childw of the root correspond to all vertices
reachable fromw by making a single right move, and so
on). These walks include all escape walks forv which cor-
respond to this particular LR-sequence as well. We bound
the probabilities of all walks in this tree by( 1

37+1 )
#l. This

is done by induction on the height of the tree as follows.
The induction hypothesis states that for every subtreeS

of the above tree, the sum of the probabilities of walks in
this subtree is at most( 1

37+1 )
#lS , where#lS is the number

of layers inS corresponding to left moves. Note that#lT =
#l.

For the base case, consider subtreesS having just one
layer of edges (i.e., corresponding to walks of length 1). If
#lS = 0 then the claim is true because all these walks of
length 1 are right-going transitions from a single vertex and
must have total probability at most 1. And if#lS = 1 then
the claim is true because all these walks of length 1 are left-
going transitions from a single vertex and must have total
probability at most( 1

37+1 ), by Lemma 8. The inductive
step is now easy to show by combining this argument for
the base case with the induction hypothesis.

Theorem 1 t� starting at any vertexv 2 Bot(i); i0 � 6 �
i � i0, is
(3i0 ln 1

� ) = 
(cn ln 1
� ), for some constantc >

1.

Proof: We show below that the sum of the probabilities
of all walks starting at vertexv 2 A = fi0 � 6; : : : ; i0g,
picked from any probability distribution onA, and hitting
vertices inA at leastt times is at least(1 � pmax)

t, where
pmax = maxw2A(pesc(w)).

If t � 1
pmax

ln 1
� , the sum of the probabilities of all walks

that visit vertices inA at leastt times is more than�. There-
fore the sum of the probabilities of walks of length less than
t that hit the sink is less than1� �. Sincet� is defined to be
the time needed for the probability of hitting the sink to be
at least1 � �, it follows thatt� � 1

pmax
ln 1

� . The theorem
follows from Lemma 10.

It needs to be shown that the sum of the probabilities
of walks that visit vertices inA at leastt times is at least
(1 � pmax)

t for any finitet. By definition,pesc(v) is the
sum of the probabilities of escape walks starting atv; these
do not visit vertices inA. Hence, the sum of the proba-
bilities of walks starting atv and visitingA at least once
is 1 � pesc(v) � 1 � pmax by definition ofpmax. If the
starting vertexv is picked fromA using any distribution on
A, the sum of the probabilities of the above walks is still
at least1 � pmax. Assume inductively that the sum of the
probabilities of escape walks that visit vertices inA at least
t � 1 times is(1 � pmax)

t�1, t � 2. If we consider the
(t� 1)st occurrence of a vertex ofA among paths that visit
A at leastt�1 times, a probability distribution is induced on
A. The process of visitingA at leastt times can be viewed
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as visitingA t � 1 times and then taking paths which visit
A at least once. From the base case the total probability of
visiting A at least once starting at any distribution onA is
at least(1 � pmax). Therefore the sum of the probabilities
of walks that visit vertices inA at leastt times is at least
(1� pmax)

t, as required.

6 Bounding Hitting Times

Without loss of generality, we will consider only Time-
Invariant Markovian couplings.

Sub-stochastic Matrices.We will need the following fact
aboutsub-stochastic matrices, i.e., those matrices in which
every row sum is at most 1 and at least one row sum is
strictly less than 1. Consider any sub-stochastic matrixM
of dimensionn� n. Associated withM is a Markov chain
L with n+ 1 vertices; we callL the graphassociatedwith
M . The transition probabilities amongst the lastn of these
vertices are as given byM ; the first vertex is a sink and each
of the lastn vertices move to the sink with probability equal
to the deficit (relative to 1) in their respective row sums in
M .

Lemma 11 For any sub-stochastic matrixM , if there is a
path from every vertex to the sink in the associated graph
then,Mk ! 0 ask !1.

A Key Theorem. Consider a Markov ChainX which has
a sink vertexs and a path from each vertex to the sink in
the associated graph. Suppose, we perform the following
operation repeatedly onX : pick up verticesu; v; w, where
u; v 6= s, reduce the transition probability fromu to v by
some amount and increase the transition probability from
u to w by the same amount. LetY denote the new chain
obtained in the process. The following theorem holds.

Theorem 2 Suppose there is a path inY from each vertex
to s. The the following two facts hold.

1. Suppose that for each tripleu; v; w on which the above
change is made,hX(v; s) � hX(w; s). Then, for all
verticesa 2 X , hY (a; s) � hX(a; s).

2. Suppose that for each tripleu; v; w on which the above
change is made,hX(v; s) � hX(w; s). Then, for all
verticesa 2 X , hY (a; s) � hX(a; s).

Proof: Consider the vector̂f whoseath component is
hX(a; s), a 2 X , a 6= s, (the vector is the list of hit-
ting times tos for each vertexa 2 X , a 6= s). Let ĝ be
the corresponding vector forY . Let F be the probability
transition matrix forX , restricted to non-sink vertices, i.e.,
F (a; b) = pX(a; b), a; b 2 X , a; b 6= s. LetG be the corre-
sponding matrix forY . F is sub-stochastic because there is

a path inX from each vertex to the sink.G is sub-stochastic
as well for the same reason.

Since hX(a; s) = 1 +P
b in the neighbourhood ofa(pX(a; b)hX(b; s)), f̂

satisfiesf̂ = F f̂ + b̂, wherêb is the all 1s vector. Similarly,
ĝ = Gĝ + b̂. We consider each of the two situation in the
theorem in turn.

First, consider the first situation. We will show below
that(F �G)f̂ � 0. It follows thatf̂ = F f̂+ b̂ � Gf̂+ b̂ �

G2f̂ +Gb̂+ b̂ � : : : � Gk f̂ +(Gk�1 +Gk�2 + � � �+ I)b̂,
for all k � 1. By Lemma 11,Gk tends to 0 ask tends to1,
and therefore(Gk�1+Gk�2+ � � �+ I) tends to(I�G)�1.
Therefore,f̂ � (I �G)�1b̂ = ĝ, as required.

Second, consider the second situation. We will show be-
low that(F�G)f̂ � 0. It follows thatf̂ = F f̂+ b̂ � Gf̂+

b̂ � G2f̂+Gb̂+b̂ � : : : � Gkf̂+(Gk�1+Gk�2+� � �+I)b̂,
for all k � 1. As before,f̂ � (I �G)�1b̂ = ĝ, as required.

It remains to be shown that(F � G)f̂ � 0 in the first
situation and(F �G)f̂ � 0 in the second. We show these
two facts below.

Note that the ath entry (F � G)f̂ is justP
d2X;d6=s(pX(a; d) � pY (a; d))hX (d; s); denote this

sum by ŝ(a). Consider the operations performed on
X above to obtainY . Consider the Markov chains
X = Z1; Z2; : : : ; Zk = Y obtained in the process, where
Zi is the chain after theith operation. Consider the sum
ŝi(a) =

P
d2X;d6=s(pZi(a; d) � pZi+1(a; d))hX (d; s) for

all verticesa 2 X; a 6= s. Thenŝ(a) =
P

i ŝi(a), for all
a. It then suffices to show that eachŝi(a) is non-positive in
the first situation and non-negative in the second.

Let u; v; w be the vertices involved in the oper-
ation used to obtainZi+1 from Zi. For all ver-
tices e 6= u, ŝi(e) is easily seen to be 0. Further,
ŝi(u) =

P
d2X;d6=s(pZi(u; d) � pZi+1(u; d))hX (d; s) =

(pZi(u; v) � pZi+1(u; v))hX(v; s) + (pZi(u;w) �
pZi+1(u;w))hX (w; s). Note that (pZi(u; v) �
pZi+1(u; v)) = �(pZi(u;w) � pZi+1(u;w)). Since
hX(v; s) � hX(w; s) in the first situation,̂si(u) is non-
positive, and sincehX(v; s) � hX(w; s) in the second
situation,ŝi(u) is non-negative, as required.

Definitions. Transformations of the above kind which sat-
isfy the first condition in Theorem 2 are calledHitting Time
Increasingtransformations. Similarly, those which satisfy
the second condition are calledHitting Time Decreasing
transformations. We use the above theorem repeatedly to
simplify the chainM.

The proof of Lemma 11 is straightforward and is omit-
ted here. The rest of the proof uses hitting time decreasing
transformations to obtain an almost-linear chainK (which
is different from the chain obtained in Section 5) and then
bounds hitting times inK.
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6.1 Modifying M to K.

We obtainK from M by performing hitting time de-
creasing transformations. These are done in 3 steps. First,
we replace each setBot(i) andTop(i) by single represen-
tative vertices, i.e., those which have the least hitting time in
their respective sets. Second, we remove all the representa-
tives of vertices inTop(i). Finally, we truncate the chain by
eliminating representatives of vertices in layersL(i), i � n

c ,
for some suitable constantc. This constant is related to the
fact that left going probabilities are low only when the sym-
metric difference is not too large (see Section 4).

Step 1.Let b(i) denote the vertex inBot(i) with the small-
est hitting time tos (s is the sink vertex introduced at the
beginning of Section 4) inM. Let t(i) denote the vertex in
Top(i) with the smallest hitting time tos in M. Theb(i)s
and thet(i)s are together calledrepresentativevertices. We
obtain a new chainM0 using a hitting time decreasing trans-
formation as follows.

For each vertexa 2 M, we modify its outgoing
transition probabilities as follows. For each setBot(j),
j > 0, we setpM0(a; b(j)) =

P
w2Bot(j) pM(a; w) and

pM0(a; w) = 0 for all w 2 Bot(j) � fb(j)g. Simi-
larly, for each setTop(j), j > 0, we setpM0(a; t(j)) =P

w2Top(j) pM(a; w) and pM0(a; w) = 0 for all w 2

Top(j)� ft(j)g.
The following lemma relates the hitting times inM0 to

those inM.

Lemma 12 For eachw 2 M0, hM0(w; s) � hM(w; s).
Each vertex inM0 has a path tos.

Note that only the representative vertices have incom-
ing edges in the new chainM0. All other vertices could
have outgoing edges but no incoming edges. Therefore, the
hitting time tos of any of these vertices is at least the min-
imum hitting time tos over all representatives. Therefore,
it suffices to bound the minimum hitting time tos for just
representative vertices. We will ignore non-representative
vertices inM 0.

Lemma 13 There is no transition inM0 from any vertex
t(i) to another vertext(j), j 6= i.

Step 2. Next, we obtain a new chainM00 fromM0 by re-
moving the verticest(i), i � 0, and modifying the transition
probabilities as follows. This is also a hitting time decreas-
ing transformation. By Lemma 13, a vertext(i) 2 M0,
i > 0 has transitions only to itself and to theb()s; letst(i)
be that vertexb(j) which has the least hitting time tos
amongst allb()s to whicht(i) has an edge inM0. Fort(0),
which has an edge only tos, definest(0) to bes.

The vertices ofM00 comprise of the verticesb(j) 2
M0 and the sink vertexs. For each pair of vertices
w;w0 2 M00, we set pM00(w;w0) = pM0(w;w0) +P

ijst(i)=w0 pM0(w; t(i)).

Lemma 14 For eachw 2 M00, hM00(w; s) � hM0(w; s).
Each vertex inM00 has a path tos.

The vertices inM00 ares; b(1); b(2); � � � ; b(2n). We will
rename thesec(0); c(1); c(2); � � � c(2n).

Step 3. We will transformM00 to a new Markov chainK
using a hitting time decreasing transformation. Letc(n0) be
one of the vertices inc((�n)=174 + 1); : : : ; c((�n)=174 +
6), whichever has the smallest hitting time toc(0) in M00

(break ties arbitrarily). The transitions inK are obtained
from the transitions inM00 as follows. For each vertexa
in M00, pK(a; c(i)) = 0 if i � (�n)=174 + 1 andi 6= n0,
andpK(a; c(n0)) =

P
i>(�n)=174 pM00(a; c(i)). All other

transitions inM00 are retained as such inK.

Lemma 15 For all i > 0, hK(c(i); c(0)) �
hM00(c(i); c(0)). Each vertex inK has a path tos.

Note that noc(i) such thati > (�n)=174, i 6= n0,
has any incoming transition. Thus, to lower bound the
hitting times inK, it suffices to consider only the ver-
ticesc(0); : : : ; c( �n174 ); c(n

0). We will rename these vertices
d(0); : : : ; d(n00) and ignore the remaining vertices. Note
thatd(n00) has transitions only to the left or to itself. Also
note thatK has the following properties.

Lemma 16 1. Each vertexd(i) 2 K, 0 � i � n00, has
transitions only tod(j), wherei� 6 � j � i+ 8.

2.
P

j<i pK(d(i); d(j)) �
3i+4
2m , for all j < n00; i � n00.

3.
P

j>i pK(d(i); d(j)) � (�n=2 � i � 2)=2m, for all
i < n00; j � n00.

It now remains to to lower bound the hitting times inK.
This is straightforward. Details of this and proofs of the
above lemmas will appear in the full version.

7 Conclusions

We have shown that Markovian coupling is not powerful
enough to prove rapid mixing of the Jerrum-Sinclair chain
on certain graphs. Curiously, our argument breaks down
for Broder’s original chain [2], due to the one-sided nature
of its moves (the edge swapped in is always incident on
the unmatched vertex inV1, the left side ofG). It would
be interesting to see whether our result can be extended to
Broder’s chain as well.
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